and of board with cranes, which eliminated
the jobs of most of the local longshoremen.
Jasper says that two other events drastically altered the Ship Channel. The 1989
Exxon Valdez disaster ushered in a new
emphasis on safety. Gone in a flash were
the days when workers would show up
in flip-flops and a cowboy hat, carrying
an iced cooler stocked with Bud. Twelve
years later the post–September 11 security
clampdown virtually blockaded the port to
everyone but employees.
Among other things, the security measures have disrupted the channel’s bloodlines. “There was this long tradition of
fathers—mostly fathers—bringing their
sons down to the docks,” Jasper says. Once
there, the kids would get the bug. But now
they never have the chance.
Steve Bennett has worked at the port as
a boatman since 1977. His job is to tie and
anchor the vast steel ships once they arrive
in port. “His dad was a pilot, and pilots are
kind of the superheroes of this universe,”
Jasper says. But the Ship Channel casts a
certain spell over those who hear its siren
call. “When Steve’s mom would take him to
the docks, he wouldn’t see his dad working.
He would see the boatmen working.” And
that’s the job he wanted. —JOHN NOVA LOMAX

FIVE REASONS WHY TEXAS WON’T TURN
BLUE THIS YEAR (OR ANYTIME SOON)
By Jay Carr and Jeff Salamon

Wendy Davis. Battleground Texas. “The emerging Hispanic majority.” Texas
Democrats had a lot of reasons to think this might be the election cycle when
their fortunes turned. But barring some sort of November miracle (or, depending
on your point of view, calamity), Texas will remain in Republican hands come
2015. This won’t surprise Wayne Thorburn, a longtime Texas GOP operative
and political analyst whose recent book, Red State (UT Press), makes the case
that conservative domination is here to stay, at least for a while. Here’s why.
The suburbs are the fastest-growing part of the state,
and the people who live there vote Republican.

53.4%

1990
Suburban counties’
share of total state
population:
14.1%

64.7%

2010

Percentage of suburban
counties’ vote that went to
GOP gubernatorial candidate
Clayton Williams

Suburban counties’ Percentage of their
share of total state vote that went to
Rick Perry
population:
20.7%

The counties that house the state’s six big cities
are becoming more liberal, but they’re not as liberal
as the suburbs are conservative.

52.3%
The “Big Six” counties’ vote for Democratic gubernatorial candidate Bill
White—a much smaller percentage
than the burbs gave to Rick Perry.

2010

Small towns may be getting smaller, but they’re becoming
more and more reliably Republican.

1993

Small-town counties had 25 seats in the Texas
House of Representatives, only 1 of which was
held by a Republican.

2013

By last year, these shrinking counties had
only 18 seats in the House—15 of which
were held by Republicans.

The Republicans may have a Hispanic problem, but the
Democrats have a bigger Anglo problem.
BOOKS

wo years ago, Anna Todd was a
23-year-old Army wife living at
Fort Hood, attempting to be a college
student. “I had no clue what I wanted
to do,” she says over a honey-cream latte
at Dominican Joe’s, a coffee shop near
her new home in South Austin. “I tried
nursing, I tried science, I tried English. I
just kept bouncing back and forth.”
T

46

2012

63%

Percentage of the
Texas non-Hispanic
white vote that went
to Mitt Romney

76%

The Texas Democratic Party is still in shambles.

Number of Texas’s 254
counties in which no
165 Democrat filed to run
for county judge
(a county’s main administrative office)

Number of Texas
counties in which no
86 Democrat filed for
any county-wide office
(including eight counties with
populations of more than 100,000)

Number of the 150
Texas House
59 districts in which no
Democratic choice
will be on the ballot for the Legislature

J D W I T KOW S K I

Anna Todd,
Revealed!

Percentage of the
Texas Hispanic
vote that went to
Barack Obama
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